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CAT’S TALE

Opening Remarks
William Lawrence Sudbay V’14, Secretary
It is with great pleasure and honor that I write on behalf of the
active chapter here at the University of Vermont. I can say full
heartedly that the flame of the Sigma Phi Society at the Alpha
of Vermont is strong and in good hands. During my four
undergraduate years, it has been a privilege to be accompanied
by such passionate gentlemen of the Sigma Phi Society. I hope
this newsletter finds all ‘Sigs’ in good spirits and in good health
during the holiday season.
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President’s Report - Andrew Joseph Steinberg V’14
As my second and final term comes to its end, it brings me great joy and pride to look back at all
the accomplishments that our chapter has made here at the Alpha of Vermont. We started it off back in
the spring when we won UVM Fraternity and Sorority Life’s Most Improved Chapter of the Year award at
the most recent UVM Greek Ball. We wanted to show our school, as well as the Burlington community
that we care and want to do our part to help make it a better place. In this semester we boosted our
philanthropy and community service, as well as our involvement in UVM events.
With ten brothers initiated in the spring and six newly initiated brothers this fall, we continue to
expand our organization’s size and find more quality men to join our ranks as the ‘Gentlemen on the Hill’.
We passed all of our inspections with the City of Burlington, our insurance company, and the Burlington
Fire Department are in good standing and accordance. Out all the updates and tune-ups we have added to
the House over this past calendar year, our favorites are the three brand new bathrooms on the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd floors. The installation of these could not have been done without the overwhelming support of
the Good Graduate Brothers that help to run our chapter, and we thank them again for their help.
The House continues to stand sturdy throughout the trials of time as we watch the world around
us change rapidly. In my four years at the University of Vermont, it has been interesting to see the school
and student body evolve as our country does. Whether you call these changes good or bad one fact stands
true for both: the world is changing. However it warms the heart of every Vermont Sig old and young,
even in the coldest of winter nights, to know that they can return to the Home on the Hill at any point in
their lives for a night of friendship, love, and truth. Thank you to everyone who has made these past two
terms successful, fun, and an enriching learning experience.
Best Sig Love,
Andrew Joseph Steinberg V’14
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Vice President’s Report - Charles Schroeder Boardman V’14
As the fall semester winds down, I look back
fondly on the effort of the actives to carry the flame
with pride. As Vice President I had the pleasure of
being the liaison between the Good Graduate
Brothers and the active body. Our distinguished
graduate body takes a keen interest in our Home on
the Hill as well as the progress of the brothers and
pledge class, which ultimately sets the tone for
chapter-wide Sig love and focus. This was
exemplified by the incredible turnout of Good
Graduate Brothers at Swing and Tunk.
This past semester, the Singing Sigs of
Vermont had the pleasure of adding six strong,
intellectual, and Sigly gentlemen to our Society. This
pledge class not only excelled in their process but
also in their studies and other endeavors. Our Swing
and Tunk, in which I was personally very involved, went
very smoothly with unprecedented attendance from the
graduates old and young. For those of you who were
there, the memories of that S&T will surely be
timeless.
As a member of the Executive Board, I am
proud to represent the Sigma Phi Society, Alpha of
Vermont. The Society enjoys a strong relationship
with the University while still operating in the way
which we prefer. During a time on campus when
fraternities are under fire, Sigma Phi is truly thriving
at the University of Vermont.
Best Sig Love,
Charles Schroeder Boardman V’15
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Treasury Report - Arturo Rodger Murray Monteiro V’15
The time has finally come to reflect upon my final term as the active treasurer for the Sigma Phi
Society Alpha of Vermont Chapter. It has been quite tough getting through the semester with
little ease as our house had faced a financial crisis, that this brother worked very hard to find
solutions and keep the flame alive.
We had low numbers living in the
house this semester with three rooms
completely empty! To this brother’s
knowledge, I was expecting there to
be a full house this semester, but I
was mistaken. Even with three empty
rooms, housing costs for brothers
become unreasonable and impossible
to pay, so the brotherhood had to
make do with what we had, making
budget cuts and carefully monitoring
where money is needed most.
Thankfully, the brotherhood had
survived this crisis and organized an
extremely successful swing and tunk,
despite all the factors against us.
This brother has collaborated
with the active treasurer of the
Sigma Phi Corporation and is
currently working on a new budget
for the active chapter, as well as a
different structure to make living in house costs still reasonable. This brother will be working
closely with our newly elected treasurer to ensure not only a smooth transition, but also to
protect the Sigma Phi Society and entrench its position as a leader on campus for future
generations.
In conclusion, this brother strongly encourages not only the active body to understand
the importance of the financial backbone of the Sigma Phi Society, but also encourages the
graduate body to help in any way they can. We look forward to future financial success at the
Alpha of Vermont for years to come.
Yours In The Bonds,
Arturo Rodger Murray Monteiro V’15
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Philanthropy Report - Hunter James Carpenter V’17
This semester we have been very active with
philanthropy, by participating in four great events. Our
focus on philanthropy this year has been two fold:
proving that we, as a society, have a purpose and
helping local charities that add value to our
community.
We volunteered at the, 20th annual Women’s
Health and Cancer Conference, and event hosted by the
UVM Medical Center. We look forward to furthering
this new relationship with the UVM Medical Center, as
they were extremely grateful for the help. Our second
event, was our annual Derek Schueler Flag Football
tournament. We teamed up with the Alpha Chi
Omega Sorority to raise money for the Lake
Champlain Community Sailing center, an
organization that is very close to the Schueler family.
Our Third event, was Movember. We have
created a great relationship with this organization
over the past few years. This year with great efforts by
the brotherhood we were able to raise $6,000
through our society and under the total Movember
organization we raised $43,008. Our fourth, and final
event of the semester was a phonathon in support of
the COTS foundation. This is an organization that
runs several different homeless shelters through
Burlington. In just one night, we were able to raise
$13,000. This amount was matched by the Vermont
Credit Union for a grand total of $26,000. We are
very excited about developing this new relationships
with great local organizations in the future. The
brotherhood is excited for another successful
semester of philanthropy, starting in January 2018.

Best Sig Love,
Hunter James Carpenter V’17
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Academic Report - Emerson James Gagnon V’17
This fall semester, the Alpha of Vermont continued to pursue academic excellence as
brothers shifted gears from their eventful summers back into life at the University of Vermont.
All brothers have been rising to meet the
demanding challenge of not just what it means
to be a UVM student, but what it means to be a
brother of the Sigma Phi Society. We hold
ourselves to lofty standards and goals that push
us to do more whether it’s within the society or
in the classroom.
During the semester I held study sessions
twice a week. These were geared specifically
towards the new members thus to help them
balance their school work as well as their
assignments throughout the pledge process. I
felt it was important to hold these sessions at the
‘Home on the Hill’ because of the abundance of
in-house brothers that would be able to also take
advantage of the time to study. I noticed that
because of this, older brothers had more chances to
connect and interact with the new members, of whom
had an impressively high GPA’s, the likes of which I
believe hasn’t been seen in the society for quite some
time.
I thoroughly enjoyed spending time with
our new members and learning more about just
how remarkable the men of the Alpha of
Vermont are. I saw these new members
collaborate and aid each other in their studies
showing not only that they have the ability to
work and think as one, but also I saw them
exemplifying the traits that Sigma Phi holds
closest to her heart: Friendship, Love, and Truth.
As the academic year continues, the brothers of
the Alpha of Vermont will continue to take the
challenge of being a ‘Sig’ within the University
head-on. The strides we make towards our own
expectations only grow longer.
Yours in the Bonds,
Emerson James Gagnon V’17
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Social Report - Clement Grant Titsworth V’15

During the fall semester of 2017, the brothers of the Sigma Phi experienced continual
social excellence at the Alpha of Vermont. With more active brothers than Sigma Phi usually
has, we have had strength in numbers throughout the semester.
Socially this semester, Sigma Phi has been at an all-time high. Brothers have been out
and about on campus, wearing our new shirts, promoting Sigma Phi’s social image inside and
outside of the classroom. We have been very fortunate to be able to team up with countless of
other Greek organizations, sports teams, and clubs in a variety of different philanthropy events
and other activities. One event where the brothers came and displayed these qualities especially
was both in the contest, and in the crowd at this year’s Mr. UVM competition. Brother Alex
Griffiths and Carson Armstrong fiercely competed for the crown while almost 30 of their fellow
Sig brothers cheered them and the other contestants along.
We were enthused this semester to welcome six more new brothers into our society. We
are thankful to have gotten to know each of them and hope they continue to uphold the qualities
of Sigma Phi brothers. Most importantly, morale amongst the brothers has kept all the brothers
in high spirits as the weather gets colder and the semester comes to a close. As I will be studying
abroad next semester, I cannot wait to hear from Prague the excellence in the semester to come
from the Sigma Phi Society.
Best Sig Love,
Clement Grant Titsworth V’15
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Programming Report - Thomas Harold Wei V’16
The Home on the Hill has remained committed to providing our active brothers with
educational events that they do not receive in
their classes. As a fairly new position at the
Alpha of Vermont, the programming chair is
primarily responsible for organizing
programs, which range from hazing
prevention to affirming diversity within our
community, to ensure that the chapter
remains in great standing with the University
of Vermont and the Inter-Fraternity Council.
One of the events that we held at the
Sigma Phi house was a UVM group called “1
in 4,” who are named after the fact that 1 in 4
women in the United States will experience
some kind of sexual assault/violence in their
lifetime. They are a student-led group that
aims to address the problem of sexual
assault on college campuses and to help
educate people on how we can help prevent
it as bystanders. After having them give us a
presentation last year, I decided to have
them create a discussion around the topic
instead. This turned out to be very successful,
as all of the brothers were very engaged with
the "1 in 4” members.
There are always opportunities to
educate oneself on different social issues in the
world, and I am proud to report that we have
taken all of the necessary measures to ensure
that our brothers are well equipped to use this
knowledge that we have obtained. We must
continue to emphasize social education as we
move forward, as it is one of the most valuable
skill sets that a Sig can have.
Best Sig Love,
Thomas Harold Wei V’16
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Pledge Report - Benjamin Guilbert Black V’17

Over the course of the semester I have learned the true meaning behind the words,
“Friendship, Love, & Truth”. There are so many great memories that I have made with my
pledge class that I will cherish for the rest of my life.
I first met my pledge brothers Mike, Ben, Ben, Whipp and Jackson at the very first fall
2017 Sigma Phi rush event. I knew absolutely nothing about them and I had no idea that these
guys would be held so close to my heart for the rest of my life. All six of us played a key role in
our pledge process this semester. Going through difficult stressful times as a group has bonded
us closer than anything else could.
We quickly understood the true meaning behind the word ‘brotherhood’. As the pledge
process grew deeper I began to realize just how fortunate I was to be selected as a Sigma Phi
pledge. I learned through numerous phone calls with many different Good Graduate Brothers
that Sigma Phi will always be a part of my life and that the unforgettable memories that I made
as a pledge are only a beginning to the future memories that I will make with the Sigma Phi
Society. I am blessed to be a part of something so incredible that will change the rest of my life.
Yours In The Bonds,
Benjamin Guilbert Black V’17
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Senior Spotlight - Eric Andrew Guzzetta V’14

It is truly an experience to travel to another chapter as a wandering bird. This past
convention The Alpha of Virginia hosted brothers from around the country including this
brother accompanied by Oliver Yates Friedman V’14. After the long journey from the Alpha of
Vermont, the gentlemen of the Alpha of Virginia embraced these brothers as if long lost friends.
The weekend kicked off with a small meet and greet followed by instructive seminars
that supplied these brothers with tools to pass along to the brothers of the Alpha of Vermont.
We, the representatives from each chapter, discussed many things including both hazing and
sexual misconduct preventions, a dissection of the Charge, as well as current issues affecting the
brethren. We held an open conversation regarding a large issue that appeared to be
controversial for some chapters but nonetheless was dismissed by the larger body of the
brotherhood.
The weekend concluded with a large banquet filled with laughs and stories spread across
generations. This brother will not forget this memorable experience that he was so lucky to be a
part of and encourages the younger brothers to jump on the opportunity to attend such an event
if given the chance.
Best Sig Love,
Eric Andrew Guzzetta V’14
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Closing Remarks - William Lawrence Sudbay V’14

Looking back upon this illustrious semester in the halls of the Sigma Phi Society, I can say
wholeheartedly that each brother looks out for one another. Whether this be in the realm of
academia or our philanthropic efforts, each brother prides themselves in holding the values of
Friendship, Love and Truth above all others.
On behalf of the Alpha of Vermont Chapter, we would like to wish the best of luck and
the brightest of futures to the Brothers graduating this fall. Michael Stevens Simoneau Jr. V’14
and Callan Francais Noone V’14
Forever May She Lead or May She Die,
William Lawrence Sudbay V’14
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